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     Photo Directory    

Summary:
The GRCC Photo Directory building block integrates student and staff photo images into the Blackboard Learning 
System.  In this instance the images come from the Blackboard Transactional system.  Faculty are able to view the 
faces of students and their enrollments in order to familiarize themselves with the academic level of individuals 
and make the first class more personal.  Employees are able to view student pictures and pictures of other 
employees for identification purposes and gaining further familiarity with the human environment.  Advanced 
features have been employed to provide custom class layouts, gallery views ( Firefox PicLens ), and high 
resolution displays.
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Functionality:
Faculty click on a Student Photo Roster link in the course control panel .  The roster can be rearranged into 
columns or rows automatically.  Each picture can be dragged and placed into specific location.  Layouts can be 
saved.  Animated transitions arrange pictures on the page. Full screen display of the class map is possible to 
mitigate Blackboard Portal frame default.  When Firefox PicLens plugin is enabled on the browser a blue arrow on 
the picture allows to activate the PicLens gallery display.  3D aggregation of the pictures allows for more seamless 
review of the pictures.  A name can be clicked in the roster display or inside of the PicLens interface to display 
details of the student.  Additional tabs for enrollments and personal details are also available.  The details include 
an email address, first and last name, employee title if present, and a few additional pieces of information.  Links 
to course statistics, group email, and other key course areas are present.

Employees can utilize a portal module to search the Photo Directory by using first name, last name, or employee 
number.  If multiple results are found they are displayed in a similar way as the course roster.  Further detail is 
available about each result found including large scale image, enrollment details, and some personal details.


